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CONTENTS. before been assembled. We meet under
17. CONTINUATION O THE GENERAL, DISCSl(N. the strain of economic distresses, inter-

national uncertainties, and popular emotions
Speeche by Mr. Gibson (United States of which might easily engulf anything smallerAmerica), M. Briining (Germany) and M. de ner
Macedo Soares (Brazil). in stature than the cause presented here.

Our Conference must not be diverted
from achieving success on the vital questions

17. - CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL by minor differences of a technical nature.
DISCUSSITON. The task before the nations of the world

is not to minimise these problems, but,
The President. - We continue with fully mindful of them, to gather strength

the general discussion and the first speaker and determination from the conviction
is the Honourable Hugh Gibson, Ambassa- that the demand for a regime of international
dor to Belgium, delegate from the United confidence, co-operation and peace will in
States of America. the end have its way; that the men and

nations of our own day who contribute
The Honourable Hugh Gibson. - The to it will be counted in the end as enrolled

United States enters the first world con- in a victorious cause, and that, in the long
ference on the limitation and reduction of perspective of history, those who are to-day
armaments with the determination to leave reluctant and preoccupied with smaller
nothing undone to achieve substantial pro- interests, will stand only as temporary im-
gress. It assumes that the same determina- pediments to a worldwide and inevitable
tion predominates among all the nations movement.
represented at this Conference. Nothing The people of the United States have,
is contributed to our deliberations, indeed, during the past generation, played a useful
our efforts are only clouded by insincerity and leading part in the movement for
and pretence, if we fail to acknowledge the limitation and reduction of arms. The
the difficulties which just now surround Washington Conference of 1922 made the
the project before us. The part of statecraft first concrete contribution to voluntary
is, however, neither to gloss over diffi- limitation. It met the then existing problem
culties and thereby contribute to defeat, of armaments at its most acute, its most
nor to invite despair by overemphasis on threatening and. most conspicuous point,
the difficulties in the foreground. The and by a restriction of naval armaments
situation demands calm consideration of among the Powers which found themselves
the facts as they exist and courageous setting an unhappy example, made a long
efforts to obtain a substantial solution. and decisive stride in the direction demanded
The impediments are familiar to the most by world opinion. Our people at that
elementary observer of international affairs. Conference sacrificed, if not a real pre-
We meet with the necessity of co-ordinating dominance, at least a potential predominance,
motives and maturing agreement in a in weight and strength for warfare. The
congress of nations larger than has ever American people have been proud of the



contribution which they made to that are such that victors and vanquished are
pact of temperate conduct and common victims alike.
sense. Furthermore, the altered conditions of

In the London INaval Conference of 1930 international relationships, the development
the principle of limitation established for of communications and transport within
capital ships at the Washington meeting the last generation to a point where the
was enlarged to cover the whole field of whole world is knit together by strands
equipment for warfare at sea by the three of commerce, finance and intimate contact,
most heavily armed of the nations, and have to-day produced new international
some progress was made toward including relationships which are utterly inconsistent
the two other Powers most concerned, with the older methods and formulas.

We enter the Conference to-day with America is convinced that the world should
the practicability of the limitation and not go on to new movements and new
reduction of armaments established, with tasks hampered by the garments of an
the demand for it augmented by general older regime and that the problem in the
pride and satisfaction in the achievement end is only how promptly and how smoothly
already made, and with the United States mankind will cast aside the weapons and
again willing to play its appropriate part traditions of the old.
in further progress. The American delegation In the past every nation has justified
is prepared to consider any form of military its level of armament, however high, by
limitation and reduction which promises the claim that such levels were necessary
real progress toward the feeling of inter- for its national defence. Let us not forget,
national security, protection against surprise, however, that new international commit-
and restraint on the use of arms for pur- ments of binding force have introduced
poses of aggression. a new conception of what is needed by a

The burden and dangers of the gigantic nation for the purpose of defence. Such
machinery of warfare which are now being treaties and commitments bear upon prac-
maintained in times of peace have reached tically all the nations here represented.
a point where they threaten civilisation In view of this new situation, calling for
itself. For two years past the people of new methods and new formulas, the lessons
every race have been confronted with an of the old strategy must be unlearned in
economic crisis from which no nation has order that we may advance.
been free. All the Governments of the The new conception of national arma-
world have faced reduction of income, ments has never been put into words
unsettled budgets, and dangers to the very in any of our commitments, but it is so
stability of Government itself. implicit in their terms that it can be reduced

The United States, while seriously affected almost to a formula. Every nation has not
by these difficulties, has suffered somewhat only the right but the obligation to its
less severely than many of the other nations. own people to maintain internal order.
It is to-day able to maintain the burden of This obviously calls for an adequate mili-
armaments as readily as any of the nations, tary force for internal police work. Beyond
but it views that burden as unnecessary and above this, there is the obligation of
and inexcusable. No one will doubt the each Government to its people to maintain
political instability of the world, of which a sufficient increment of military strength
these arms are not alone the effect but to defend the national territory against
also the cause. No one will doubt that aggression and invasion. We therefore
they not only contribute to the economic have this formula dividing our military
debacle, but that they threaten the peace forces into two parts. Beyond this reasonable
of the world. Our American people look supplement to the police force we have
upon the statesmanship which permits the taken an implicit obligation to restrict
continuance of existing conditions as nothing ourselves. Our problem is therefore to
less than failure. The time has gone by establish, by honest scrutiny and agree-
when the peoples of the world will long ment, the margin that now exists beyond
permit the continuance of this failure. what is essential for the maintenance of

The feeling is sometimes expressed that internal order and the defence of our terri-
the convictions of the United States in tories. Controlled by prudence but not
this field, the faith of our people in an by fear, let us then proceed in a practical
orderly and stable regime among the nations, way to reduce armaments to the level
and our conviction that the very existence to which we are all alike committed.
of armaments unbalances the equilibrium, The American delegation has listened
are a product of our geographical isolation with interest to the speeches of Sir John
and of our lack of experience of, and exposure Simon and M. Tardieu, and has been grati-
to, the rivalries and strains of the European fied to note that each of them has begun
continent. In answer, the American people this general discussion by concrete proposals
point to the fact that the system of setting forth at the very beginning of the
competitive armaments, of alliances and Conference the contributions which their
cross-alliances, which has existed for cen- Governments can make to the cause for
turies in Europe, has failed to maintain which we are assembled. These proposals
peace and seems indeed to have been and any others which may be put before
provocative of war, the results of which the Conference will be examined with an
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open mind by my Government, and we feel (7) We advocate, as I have already
that the best chance of success lies in a stated, the computation of the numbers of
similar statement from every delegation the armed forces on the basis of the effectives
that has something positive to lay before necessary for the maintenance of internal
us, so that we may set out upon our labours order plus some suitable contingent for
with the benefit of all the practical pro- defence. The former are obviously impos-
posals which it is possible to put forward sible of reduction; the latter is a question of
at the outset. relativity.

The American delegation has not
attempted to formulate and submit any (8) We agree in advocating special re-
comprehensive plan for overcoming all the strictions for tanks and heavy mobile guns:
obstacles that exist in the way of achieving in other words, for those arms of a peculiarly

a general limitation and reduction of arma-offensive character.
ments. In the first place, we do not desire (9) We are prepared to consider alii-
to raise new questions which will increase ttion of expenditure on material as a
the points of difference and thus delay the complementary method to direct limitation,
forward steps which could otherwise beforward steps which could otherwise be feeling that it may prove useful to prevent
taken. In the second place, we do not .. taken. In the second place, we do not qualitative race if and when quantitative
believe that the human mind is capable of so imitation has been made effective
projecting itself into the future as to devise
a plan which will adequately provide for As have already said these nine points
all future developments and contingencies. a in n sene exclusive, but I mention

Since practically all the nations of the them merely in order to focus attention
world have now pledged themselves not to up the methods in which we have the
wage aggressive war, we believe this Con- greatest hope of early practical realisation.
ference should and can successfully devote nations of the Western Hemisphere
itself to the abolition of those weapons have long since prepared themselves for an
which are devoted primarily to aggressive internation life in which the solution of
war, and we are prepared to give earnest difficulties will be sought by pacific means
and sympathetic consideration to any plans only. The problem of armaments is not of
or proposals which seem to furnish a practic- the Western Hemisphere. Of the five
able and sound basis upon which we may principal navies of the world, only one
effect a general limitation and reduction of belongs to an American nation and to this
armaments and establish a more healthy navy the principle of proportionate limita-
and peaceful state of affairs. It is my purpose tion and reduction has been comprehensively
to-day to lay before you certain points applied. Not a single American nation-
which the American delegation will advocate, possesses an army which brings fear to its
Let me say that this list is not exclusive and neighbours. For half a century no inter-
contains merely some of the thoughts which national war-- has occurred between the-
we feel will carry on the purposes of the nations ofiour hemisphere. There is no surer
Conference. |evidence that self-restraint from over-

) Te A n Gt a s armament safeguards peace. There is more
os(1) The American Goverament Cndvocates security to be had in friendlyco-operation

between nations than in reliance on force.
containing the outline of a convenient basis The best defence a nation can have is the
for discussion, while expressing its entire f neigo

goodwill of its neighbours.
willingness to give full consideration to any In of the t tht e sees 
supplementary proposals calculated to | In spite of the fact that we ourselves havesupplementary proposals calculated to personnel of our land forces to

the ends we all seek. reduced the personnel of our land forces to
advance the ends we a figure below the proportion reached by

(2) We suggest the possibility of pro- any great European Power, we are here to

longing the existing naval agreements, co-operate to the utmost of our ability.
concluded at Washington and London, and We are prepared to discuss, and to extend
we advocate completing the latter as soon to other fields, the principles of limitation
as possible by the adherence of France and and reduction of armaments already esta-
Italy. blished, and to examine and accept new

principles if they contribute genuinely to
(3) We advocate proportional reductions the end defined. We join our sister nations

from the figures laid down in the Washington with the deep conviction that the cause at
and London agreements on naval tonnage issue must not be diverted by lack of
as soon as all parties to the Washington frank discussion, by preoccupation with
Agreement have entered this frame-work. the difficulties in the foreground, or by a

weak surrender to the obvious impediments
(4) We advocate, as we long have done? to progress. The delegation of the United

the total abolition of submarines. States is representing, not only a- Govern-

(5) We will join in formulating the most ment, but a people, and the mandate from
effective measures to protect civilian popu- both is in the same unmistakable terms:
lations against bombing from the air. that decrease in arms is essential, not alone

to the economic recovery of the world, but
(6) We advocate the total abolition of also to the preservation of the whole fabric

lethal gases and bacteriological warfare. of peace.



The President. - Dr. Briining, Chancellor per the reconstruction of the world - the
of the Reich and delegate of Germany, will most important and the most urgent step
now address the Conference. in the task of leading mankind, so grievous-

M^. B..g. 17ermanyly stricken by the catastrophe of the world
M. Briunlilg (Germany): ^war, towards an era of reconstruction and
Translation: In rising to address you at prosperity.

this solemn moment, I am fully conscious We ae al aware of the difficulties that
of the fact that this Conference, for which have hd to be overcome during the last
the Governments of the whole world have fe years in order to render the present
assembled, constitutes an event of unique Conference possible; but this is no longer
and historical significance. The German the time to look back. We must look for-
people has long awaited this hour with im- wr unflinchingly, with sincerity and with
patience. For the first time in history, the open minds an utiise the great and unique
Governments are faced with the unavoid- opportunity offered by the present Con-
able task of jointly evolving a coherent, just ference.
and comprehensive scheme of thorough- We all belong to the generation for which
going disarmament on the basis of perfect the great war was a direct personal ex-
equality of rights and duties, and of ensuring perience. The former combatants of all
the realisation of that scheme. countries have still before their eyes a clear

This moment is well chosen for our discus- and unforgettable picture of all its horrors.
sions. There is no doubt that in the matter Will this picture and this memory retain in
of disarmament, men's minds are turning to the minds of future generations that power
a higher and nobler conception of inter- to warn and to stir which spurs us to action
national thought and action. It is for this in spite of a hindrances and difficulties 
reason that the earnest hopes of the best If our generation - the generation of ex-
elements in all nations - and they can be combatants - does not succeed in establish-
counted in millions -- are fixed on our ing a bulwark to prevent the recurrence of
deliberations and their results. What has such catastrophes, how can future genera-
hitherto been regarded as an ideal must be tions succeed who, though they may perhaps
transmuted at this Conference into a bind- regard the abolition of war as an ideal, will
ing precept of international law. No longer not realise so clearly as we what an absolute
must each country determine for itself the necessity and duty it is ?
scale of its armaments : the nature and ex- The will to peace, to a true and just peace,
tent of these must be determined contrac- that fee Christian conscience, is
tually by joint negotiations between all the essential and' primordial. contribution
the States. that every country must bring to the

The old jealously guarded sovereign right Conference, if it is to be successful. It was
of States to decide for themselves the ex-this will to peace that found its expression
tent of their national defence forces must in the remarkable manifestation which took
find its highest fulfilment in the voluntary place last Saturday in this hall. Not isolated
incorporation of this right amongst the individuals or groups of pacifist dreamers,
obligations of international solidarity and but the organised millions of the Churches,
the consolidation of peace. It will perhaps the workers and. - in particular - the
be reserved for future generations to appre- women, expressed their desires and their
ciate to the full the historical magnitude of demands in no uncertain voice.
this task, whether it be successful or not. I am persuaded that the Governments
Should we prove unsuccessful - and God represented here are also anxious to pursue
grant that this may not be so - humanity by peaceful means the aspirations of their
would realise too late and at the cost of countries. Nevertheless, the will to peace is
intolerable suffering the fatal error it com- not yet sufficient to render people ready to
mitted in allowing the decisive moment to disarm. I recall what was said last summer
pass. But if that for which we are all earnest- by the head of a great oversea Government.
ly hoping comes to pass, the historians of the He said that the history of the world was a
future will be able to say that the age of series of unsuccessful attempts to secure
world unification through technical science peace by competition in armaments and by
prepared the way for the age of disarma- intimidation, but that international con-
ment and the development of peace through fideice could not be founded on fear but
law - that is to say, peace established on only on goodwill. That is why the new will to
right and justice. peace must consciously preclude the pursuit

The work of peace - initiated with the of interested aims by means of war and any
founding of the League of Nations and endeavour to solve a conflict by making use
carried on by further acts, such as the of arms as an instrument of national policy.
Briand-Kellogg Pact - imperatively calls It must not therefore be the ambition
for the application of the principle of disar- of each country only to disarm as little as
mament, as its natural consummation and possible; each must, on the contrary,
crowning object. The voluntary and con- honestly search its conscience and decide
tractual disarmament of all States consti- how far it can go in the direction of reducing
tutes - in conjunction with a liberal and its armaments to the minimum laid down
determined settlement of the economic and in the Covenant, on the condition of general
financial aftermath of the war, which ham- disarmament by all States on an equal
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footing. For this r eason we welcome the summon up the courage to act resolutely
attitude of mind to which such striking and in accordance with their deepest convic-
expression was given some time ago by the tions. Furthermore, the statesmen here
leading statesman of another great Power, assembled have a special responsibility in
when he declared his willingness to reduce virtue of a solemn pledge given to the whole
his country's armed forces to ten thousand world.
riflemen, on condition that no other nation It will perhaps be said that for the states-
should keep more than that number. man responsibility towards his own country

I say, therefore, let us have done with the comes first, and that the needs of national
endeavour each to maintain our own military security take precedence over all other
forces at as high a level as possible and to undertakings. For my own part I cannot
reduce as far as possible those of our neigh- admit that there is anything irreconcilable
bour. Away with attempts to secure for between individual interests rightly under-
ourselves, by such or such an interpretation stood and the common interests of the
of treaties, the possibility of expanding our family of nations.
own military forces, while depriving others Let me remind you that the victors in the
of that possibility. That is not the right world war, when presenting their conditions
way. That way would wreck the Conference of peace, expressly laid it down as their
and perpetuate the present unhappy situa- profound common conviction that the gene-
tion of an armed peace founded on inequality ral reduction and limitation of armaments
of rights. I am firmly convinced that failure would be one of the most effective means of
of the true conception of disarmament preventing war and must therefore be
would, in view of the moral, social and regarded as one of the League's principal
economic consequences that would follow, tasks. Was it not thus clearly recognised
have such disastrous effects on the whole that general disarmament, far from imper-
world that every country, great and small, illing the security of States, would on the
would suffer grievously. contrary promote it and therefore that

Disarmament is absolutely necessary, disarmament, instead of being in conflict
quite apart from other important measures, with a statesman's responsibility for the
to put an end to the terrible crisis which security of his country, was rather in full
is crippling the whole world to-day and harmony therewith?
bringing its economic machinery daily nearer Moerover, does not Article 8 of the
to a state of paralysis. Almost every Covenant, which prescribes general disar-
country to-day is at grips with the greatest mament and forms the groundwork of our
difficulties. I need not emphasise before this present task, leave us free, when determining
Assembly the fact that nowhere do these the minimum level for the armaments of
difficulties produce such appalling effects each State, to take full account of the
as in the country which I have the honour requirements of its national security?
to represent here. No, I repeat, nothing can absolve us

All the efforts which have been made from the responsibility that would be ours
by international means to find an issue if we failed to reach a definite solution of
from the present crisis have brought out the problem of general disarmament.
with ever-increasing clarity the elementary All States, great and small, bear this
truth that the restoration of confidence is responsibility in like degree, for equality
the essential condition of the success of is the principle upon which the League
such efforts. Here is our opportunity of of Nations rests. It may be that those
fulfilling this condition; here where we are States which are less directly involved
face to face with the problem, the solution in the grave problems of world politics may
of which would be our surest hope of restor- take a more detached view of this great ideal
ing the confidence which the peoples have of mankind and can survey future develop-
lost. ments with open-mindedness and perspi-

In past years many agreements have cacity. Hence my conviction that in this
been concluded and many reciprocal decla- Conference they all, both singly and collec-
rations made with a view to the maintenance tively, have a task of special moment to
of peace. But until the practical value of perform. In this assembly, where every
such agreements and declarations are de- voice is heard and every vote counts,
monstrated by the success of the present both their opportunities and their respon-
Conference, misgivings will subsist. sibilities will be of the first importance.

Disarmament is our means of creating a Germany, for whose policy I am respon-
tangible reality, capable of delivering the sible, is ready to co-operate wholeheartedly
peoples from the deadweight of their in the task which here confronts us, and
doubts, a reality of which the unmistaka- within the limits of her responsibility she
ble effects will be obvious to every eye and will do everything in her power to reach a
which for this reason will be better calcu- definite result, in keeping with the ideas
lated than any other means to restore the of those who have preached the gospel of
people's confidence. The world's economic disarmament and in harmony with the
difficulties are due above all to political principles laid down in the Covenant.
payments, as well as to excessive and une- My Government and people ask that the
qual armaments. The world must not be disarmament of Germany shall be followed
left to perish because all statesmen cannot by general disarmament. Legally and
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morally Germany can claim that as an and its spirit of enterprise, The German
indisputable right. The German people people are aware of the responsibility
looks to the present Conference to solve they share to-day with every Member of
the problem of general disarmament on the League, in the presence of so momentous
the basis of equal rights and equal security a task and in view of the infinite gravity
for all peoples. Our delegates have instrce- of the situation from which the performance
tions to pursue this object to the utmost of that task should help mankind to emerge.
of their ability. Nevertheless, the German I therefore declare that, as a Member of
delegation cannot take the draft Convention the League of Nations and of this distin-
in the form prepared by the Preparatory guished assembly, possessing all the rights
Commission, as a basis for the Conference's and bearing all the responsibilities which

practical work. such status entails, Germany will do her

This draft does not meet the needs of utmost to promote the cause of general
the moment. It is marred by certain and genuine disarmament such as the Cove-

omissions and passes in silence over essential nant enjoins, in equal measure on all Mem-

points. The German delegation reserves bers of the League - general disarmament
its right to lay before the Conference pro- which must be applied to all peoples on the
posals for remedying this defect. The same principles, and which must secure
purpose of these proposals is to indicate for all nations a like degree of security.
means whereby a general and effective Germany will pursue this aim in a spirit of
reduction of armaments can be effected;by far-reaching solidarity and mutual under-
prohibiting and limiting essentially offensive standing but with unshakable determination.
weapons, these proposals serve as a corollary To all the peoples represented in this
to the renunciation of war embodied in high assembly she frankly extends her
recent agreements, and more especially the hand as pledge of loyal co-operation in the
Briand-Kellogg Pact. Only such measures, common task.
which strike at the very root of the problem
of armaments, can achieve the supreme The President. - I . de Macedo Soares,

purpose of this Conference, which is to Ambassador, delegate for Brazil will address

guarantee to all States their right to an the Conference.
equal degree of security.

We propose to play our part in the joint M. de Maeedo Soares (Brazil):

deliberations of this Conference on the means Translation : I do not propose to detain
of producing this result. To every proposal you with a long speech, but I am happy
put forward the German delegation will to avail myself of this opportunity of mak-

be prepared to give impartial consideration, ing the voice of Brazil heard in this general
and every suggestion capable of leading, discussion.
without further delay, to a real measure of Brazil gave a sympathetic welcome to
effective disarmament is assured of our the invitation addressed to her by the
approval and support. As soon as this League of Nations through the Secretary-
fundamental condition is assured, the ways General, in whom she has full confidence,
and means of carrying the principle into and she feels sure that the Conference for
effect may be made the object of discussion the Reduction and Limitation of Arma-
and agreements. But those whose proposals, ments will succeed in evolving a formula
instead of achieving the results which the whereby its noble purpose may be achieved.
peoples expect of this Conference, evade I need not remind you that Brazil has
them must be prepared for both criticism consistently taken an interest in the work
and opposition from all who feel themselves of the League and indeed has complied
responsible, to world opinion and future with the recommendations of League organs;
generations, for guiding these discussions once again she is prepared to play her part

towards an equitable and lasting result. in the common task.
I will make no secret of the fact that in It was the system of excessive armaments

my country, as, moreover, in otherss a series that led to the political classification of
of bitter experiences has often led to expres- nations into Great Powers and Powers of
sions of scepticism with regard to the limited interests. It is the duty then of
activities of the League. But tangible those States which are chiefly concerned
results at this Conference would suffice to. to take the initiative and lay proposals
dispel these misgivings, and they will in before this assembly, proposals backed by
fact vanish if our main object is attained. the conscious will and loyal effort of their

Nowhere in the world will this result be authors.
hailed with more profound satisfaction Brazil, for her part, is actuated by tradi-
than in Germany, where deep in their tions of pacifism, enjoying as she does the
hearts the people cherish that firm will for undisputed moral authority of a State which
peace of which I have already spoken. The has never once waged a war of aggression;

German people are convinced that general and her idealism, she would have you know,
and lasting disarmament equal for all, has hitherto led her to refrain from setting
unreservedly accepted and loyally applied, up even the military organisation necessary
is the only means of putting an end to the for purposes of defence.
state of suspense which is crippling the world, Two articles in the political Constitution
and of restoring to mankind its confidence of Brazil are of special significance for the



purposes of this Conference: Article 88, porter of international co-operation, and by
which prohibits wars of conquest, whether M. Afranio de Mello Franco, Minister of
directly or indirectly waged, and whether State for Foreign Affairs, whose wide know-
entered upon spontaneously or as the ledge of international problems and active
result of an alliance with another nation, and useful participation in the work of
and Article 34, clause 11, which imposes the the League Council constitute the surest
obligation to resort to arbitration before guarantee of the loyal and frank co-operation
declaring war. that I have the honour to offer you on

Brazil's international policy is at the behalf of Brazil.
present moment directed by M. Getulio
Vargas, the Head of the Government, a man (The Conerence rose at 12.20 pom.)
of liberal views and a wholehearted sup-




